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Transformative marketing is defined as the confluence of a firm’s marketing strategies, 
assets, and resources in response to marketplace changes and future trends to leapfrog 
customers with superior value offerings over competition in exchange for profits for the firm 
and benefits to all stakeholders. The present thesis, a systematic exposition in a compilation 
of two essays, is focused on outcomes for shareholders, one of the key stakeholders of the 
firm, based on marketing’s strategic choices made in response to emerging technologies and 
emerging customer segments. Specifically, the first essay, titled “Investor Response to 
Emerging Technology-based New Product Innovations: Evidence from Stock Market Returns 
to Artificial Intelligence-enabled New Product Announcements”, is focused on understanding 
the impact of emerging technology adoption (henceforth ETA) on shareholder value. We 
develop a comprehensive framework to assess investor response based on screening, 
organization, and innovation theories, and we adopt an event study methodology to examine 
how investors respond to ETAs. We argue and demonstrate that investors respond favorably 
to ETA announcements from firms with high (vs low) marketing department power. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate the moderating role of the fit between resources and 
competences managed by marketing department power and those demanded by the 
innovation characteristics such as innovation stage (i.e., initiation, development, and 
commercialization), route to innovation (i.e., make, ally, and buy), and adoption level (i.e., 
product-platform level and component level). Next, in the second essay, titled “Effects of 
Emerging Customer Orientation on Shareholder Value: The Moderating Role of Marketing 
Capabilities”, we investigate effects of firm’s emerging customer orientation – i.e., the extent 
to which a firm is focused on the needs of emerging customer segments, on shareholder 
value. We develop a framework based on dynamic capabilities to argue and demonstrate that 
firm’s emerging customer orientation can positively influence shareholder value but only 
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when complemented with the necessary marketing capabilities to build and leverage market-
based assets. Overall, we believe that these two essays will contribute significantly to 
research on transformative marketing by establishing when and how it affects shareholder 
value. Further, the implications drawn from this thesis can help practitioners with actionable 
insights on how to respond to emerging technologies and emerging customer segments – two 
key forces that demand a transformational response. 
  
